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The Honorable William von Raab
Commissioner of Customs
Department of the Treasury
Dear Mr von Raab:
We reviewed the U.S. Customs Service’s Automated Conunerclal System
(ACS)because it is one of Customs’ mission-critical computer systems and
because we wanted to determine if this system had any weaknesses that
could affect its integrity or reliability. ACSis being used to help staff
identify and examme imported goods and collect duties owed In addition, ACSwill provide the Department of Commerce with current import
data used for computing economic statistics and m recommendmg mternational trade policy.
We found that Customs has not
.

established adequate controls to prevent employees from unwarranted
access to PCSfunctions not required to perform their specific Jobs,
. documented clearly enough how ACSoperates so that modifications can
be made with minimal time and effort and without introducing errors,
and
developed formal test plans for use in testing programs to ensure that
software is produced that will meet user needs while mamtammg
system integrity.
l

Because Customs will increasmgly rely on AC3to support Its enforcement
activities and to collect billions of dollars m revenue, these deflclencies
need to be corrected as soon as possible.

<
Objective,
Scope, and
Methodology

affect its integrity or reliability. We conducted our review at Customs’
headquarters m Washington, D.C.; the data processing center m Franconia, Virginia; the New York region, including the Seaport area, the
Pacific region, including the Los Angeles District and the ports of Los
Angeles and Otay Mesa, California; Seattle and Blame, Washington, and
the Port of Buffalo, New York. Functional access data from the hot-th
Central region was reviewed at Customs’ headquarters
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We discussed the operation of the system with customhouse brokers,’
and managers and staff in Customs’ operations. Federal regulations and
publications and Department of the Treasury and Customs dn-ectlves
were reviewed. Our review was conducted in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards. We conducted our work pnmarily between October 1984 and November 1986, and made follow-up
inquiries in September 1986.
The development of security controls for ACSis being reviewed m more
depth in another
audit;2 a report is planned for publication m sprmg
1987.
GAO

ACS Is Critical to
Customs’ Mission

At the end of fiscal year 1986, over $66 million had been spent or budgeted for tu=shardware and software development. Customs expects that
total life cycle costs for developing and operating MS will exceed $2 blllion over its expected lo-year life.
In the last decade, Customs has experienced a significant increase m the
volume of imported merchandise. For example, during the last 5 years,
formal merchandise entries3 have grown from 4.5 million to 6.8 mllllon;
duties collected on these entries rose from $9.1 billion to $13 bllhon The
need to process this increased work load faster and with fewer people
caused Customs to seek a modem, automated system that could handle
all aspects of its commercial processing responsibilities. Customs began
planning MS in fiial year 1982; hardware and software acqulsltlons
(totaling about $6.8 million) came the next year. The system began operation with only minimal components, such as revenue accountmg, U-I
February 1984. While development of the full system continues, features of the system providing interface with the trade commumtyJ and
%wtomhouss brokers act as agents for unpmters. They are responsible for prepanng and flhng all
import entry documents and payuq any duty owed.

-=w

*The O&man, House committee on Science and Technology, requested this au&t of
opmentactivItiesforpcsandelghtothe.rf~systems.
3A formal merchandise entry

secunty

devel-

represents
the filing(withthe appropriate
customS
officer)

of all docudocumentaaonIsusedtoas%?sanydutyandta
collect &at&&al data on import& cargo. It is alao used to deternune d all legal requrements
have been met.
lqardmgthelmpoltedme-

ltMlt8UOXlrequiredby-ngulationaThiS

‘The

trade

ummu~ty

wnsmta

of

importers

and busmesses such aa

earners,

customhouse

brokers

and wntainer staon operators.
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those allowing Customs staff to more efficiently Identify high-nsk merchandise for inspection are substantially m place. Completion of the
total system IS scheduled for fiscal year 1987.
ACS1s a large, complex, integrated system designed to replace seven mdlvldual stand-alone systems It 1s also intended to reduce the resources
that Customs needs to process its work load. The reduction is to be
achieved m three ways. First, redundant data entry from the pnor
seven, non-integrated systems wrll be eliminated. Second, an automated
mterface with the trade community will allow electromc transfer of
data to ACZLThird, ACSwill use the data from this automated interface to
select only high-nsk merchandise entries for detailed exammatron

Customs Needs to
Tighten Access Control
to ACS

Office of Management and Budget Circular A-130 (1985), National
Bureau of Standards Federal Information Processing Standards publrcations,b and Customs’ own procedures require protection of critical systerns such as ACSfrom unauthorized access, fraud, and abuse
Customs has implemented two measures-passwords
and functional
access codes-intended
to provide such protection. A password 1s a
sequence of characters that authenticate a user’s identity, thereby llmiting system access to only authorized employees. Functional access
codes allow users to access only certain data and to perform only certam
operations on those data. This separates tasks into two or more parts,
each of which is performed by different staff members. Thus separation
of duties principle helps to ensure that an individual cannot comnut a
fraud: it would take two or more employees, acting in collusion, to
commit fraud. Although the principle predates automation, rt IS still a
valid control technique in an automated environment.
Early in our work we found that these two controls were not provrdmg
adequate protection. The necessary procedures to implement the control
of passwords were not bemg taken; nor was access by individual
employees being controlled to ensure that separation of duties was
maintained. Customs has since installed a new security system to provide an adequate level of password control. However, grantmg functional access to individual employees is still inadequately controlled.
5Gtudehnes for Secunty of Computer Appkat~otks, Pubkahon Number 73, National Bureau of Standards (Washmgton, DC , 1980) and Password LJsagg,Pubhcatton Number 112, Satlonal Bureau of
Standards(Washgton, D C ,1986)
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Has Not Controlled

Federal computer-security guidelmes state that mdividuals should be
authorized access to only the data necessary to perform a job function
This requirement means that individuals’ transactions are limited to
their assigned duties rather than to a broader, more generic activity
(such as merchandise entry or liquidation), as is currently the case

Functional Access

When ACSbecame operational m February 1984, it replaced seven separate systems that individually performed discrete portions of merchandise processing. To use ACS,employees had to have access to functional
areas equivalent to those they had used in the prior system(s) Consequently, users were given, through a one-time mass conversion, all
access codes necessary to perform at least the same functions they had
been performing. Individuals, therefore, received access to many ACS
functional areas because it is an integrated system, not several standalone systems. Accordingly, it became possible for employees to have
access to more functional areas than necessary to perform their specific
jobs.
To evaluate this, we reviewed access codes granted to 508 employees m
the New York and Pacific regions and Los Angeles District Offices We
found that 76-too many to maintain overall system security-had
access to functional areas beyond their needs. Of the employees
affected,
. 32 had access to parts of ACSnot required for their job performance;
additionally, 13 of the 32 had access to areas that allowed an mdividual
to handle all aspects of a transaction;
43 (current or former employees) had access to xs functions that
should have been deleted because the individuals had either transferred
to different positions or had terminated employment; and
. 1 was never granted ACSaccess but used, with supervisory approval, the
access of a previous employee.

l

To determine if the excessive granting of functional access codes was
due solely to the mass conversion, we reviewed subsequent requests for
access codes. We analyzed 767 access requests from the two regionsNew York and Pacific-in which our audit work was conducted, plus
the North Central region, which A@ Security Administrator selected as
typical. These requests covered the nearly 8 months following the mass
conversion. Since virtually all the requests were for broad groups of
functional access codes, the trend of excessive access authorization,
established at the time of mass conversion, was continued.
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Customs Needs to
Document ACS’
Operations

Because ACSis such an important system, it is essential that it be mamtamed (modified or enhanced) without disturbmg its integrity or operation Systems need modification when errors are detected, when user
requirements shift, or when laws and regulations change The key element in mamtauung systems is the availability of documentation, and
Customs is not producing all the documentation necessary for system
maintenance.
Documentation is the process of stating how an automated system operates. Good documentation should clearly and comprehensively describe
what the system does and how. This includes the general mterrelationship of the system’s components or modules. Documentation also
increases the ease and accuracy of computer program and system
maintenance.
Federal guidelines for information-processing management underscore
the importance of developing systems that can be effectively and efficiently maintained because systems usually represent a considerable
investment of resources. The guidelines strongly suggest formal documentation for complex, mission-critical systems such as ACS Customs
also recognizes the importance of system documentation In a June 23,
1983, presentation to Treasury’s System Review Comnuttee, Customs
stated that m should be completely documented to the standards prescribed and that a mechanism would be avarlable to regulate and document all changes. Customs also stated that quality-assurance reviews
would provide an adequate and usable level of documentation for the
system to ensure ease of maintenance.
We found, however, that Customs did not document the mterrelationships among A& 15 distinct modules or functional areas because it
placed a higher priority on implementing ACSas quickly as possible This
emphasis grew out of several previous, unsuccessful attempts to redesign its automated support for its commercial regulation and to improve
productivity. With the Customs Commissioner’s personal mvolvement
and direction, the agency committed itself to placing the first phase of
PCSin operation within 8 months of the proJect’s start. Customs officials
told us that this ambitious schedule required every available resource
directed to the delivery of operational programs. In addition, Customs
used a streamlined approach to systems development that does not
require certain documentation normally associated with systems development. Therefore, documentation beyond that minimally necessary to
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deliver the program (i.e., mstructlons to the computer operator for running a program and programmer comments within the program code)
became expendable.
Instead of documentation, Customs has relied on four key managers to
supply systemwide information and to fill this information gap The
managers-longtime
employees who have extensive knowledge of CUStoms’ operations-directly
supervise the day-today analysis, design,
and programming of ~3. They supply most of the information that programmers, primarily contractors, use in designing initial program
models and subsequent modifications. They are the only personnel who
deal with issues that cut across more than one functional area and who
know ACS’software design. Contract employees who program the system
told us they generally rely on these managers to interpret user needs
and sketch out program designs.
Although we are not aware that Customs has experienced difficulty due
to the lack of systemwide documentation, we have observed problems LI-I
this area in other agencies. For example, we reported6 m 198 1 that
incomplete documentation in the automated system supporting the
Social Security Administration’s Supplemental Security Income program’s benefit payments had contributed to uncontrolled systems modifications and $25 million in erroneous payments. Customs’ reliance on a
few key individuals to synthesize and retain critical information without
historical documentation is not an acceptable federal practice If these
key managers were to leave, Customs’ ability to maintain KS software
quality throughout its expected lo-year life would certamly be more dlfficult and time-consuming.

Customs’ Testing
Program Needs Test
Plans

Software testing is crucial to dehvering software-application systems of
high quality. Testing measures how well the program under conslderation safeguards assets (including sensitive data) and data integrity. how
effectively it meets users’ functional requirements; how efficiently it
operates; and how well it will retain quality throughout its life Testing
also ensures that programs can function correctly and allows for error
identification and correction before an organization’s operations are
adversely affected. Although Customs has established a testing program
for ACS,it does not require formal test planning or a formal reportmg of
test results or systems certification.
%ovemment-urlde Gudelmes and Management Aaslstance Center Needed to Improve IDP \! \rrms
Development (GAO/AFMD-81-20, February 20,1981)
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Office of Management and Budget Circular A-130 requu-es that test
results for sensitive systems (those that, like AC& process and store proprietary data) be fully documented and maintained as part of an
agency’s records. It requires certification of test results and a program
of periodic recertification. In addition, the National Bureau of Standards’ guidelines state that software testing should receive a level of
management attention commensurate with the system’s criticality, complexity, and project structure. The standards strongly recommend formally documented plans, specifications, and results from tests, and
problem reports for complex, mission-critical systems such as ACS
Customs recogruzed the importance of these principles when Its Office
of Data Systems prepared the August 1983 Qua&y Assurance Test Plan
Standard. The standard describes test (1) process planning, (2) methodology, (3) evaluation criteria, (4) controls, inputs, expected outputs, and
detailed procedures, and the functions to be tested. However, none of
these has been developed for AC%
The Chief of Customs’ Systems Acceptance Test Section told us that the
agency generally does not prepare formal test plans because of limited
staff and typically tight deadlines. Section staff may do some ad hoc
planning before testing complex program functions; any plans developed
are not formalized or retained. He also sard that test results are not comprehensively reported, although problems encountered during either
testing or subsequent program operation are documented and tracked to
ensure resolution. Notes and other informal documentation that testers
accumulate during program tests are not retained on any systematic
basis. He said that as chief he is directly responsible for approving programs for operation and he does so without a formal certification
Another staff member told us that Customs neither prepares test plans
nor documents the test results, except for test problem reports
We identified several weaknesses in L& internal controls and development procedures, but no actual fraud, waste, or abuse mvolvmg .+cs We
found

Conclusions
.

.

individuals with access to xs functions beyond those necessary to perform their assigned jobs; this not only violates the separation of duties
principle, but also allows the opportunity for individuals to perform
functions and initiate operations on data to commit fraud, then to cover
up or remove evidence of their actions;
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inadequate documentation of the operational interrelationships among
A& 15 modules; this risks delay and the introduction of errors when
maintaining or modifying ACS,especially if any of the four key managers
leave or are otherwise unavailable; and
lack of adequate test plans, increasing the nsk that the ACSsoftware will
contain serious errors.
Any significant frauds, delays, or errors resulting from these weaknesses could compromise Customs’ efforts to enforce the nation’s trade
laws and collect import duties. The possibility that this could occur
increases as ~17sbecomes more complex and becomes an integral part of
Customs’ operations. Accordingly, we believe these are material control
weaknesses that should be reported under provisions of the Federal
Managers’ Financial Integrity Act (31 U.S.C. 3612 (b) and (c)).
We also believe several steps can be taken to enhance the security and
integrity of AL;Sand provide greater assurance that it operates properly.
P---

Recommendations

-

--

We recommend that you
establish and implement procedures to ensure that employees’ functional access to ACSis limited to only those functions to which they need
access to perform their assigned duties;
document how m’ various modules or functional areas interrelate; and
develop formal test plans and perform all testing of ~9 application programs under these plans.
In addition, in accordance with the requirements of the Federal Managers’ F’inancial Integrity Act, we recommend that you report the lack of
system access controls, documentation, and test plans as material control weaknesses until appropriate controls are in place.

Agency Comments and
Our Evaluation

---_
Customs agrees that ACSdoes have weaknesses. However, it disagrees
with certain elements of our findings and conclusions. Specifically, Customs said that we did not identify any actual cases of fraud, waste. or
abuse involving AL=S.
In addition, Customs believes our report implies
that A[ISemploys a lax security system. Notwithstanding these dwagreemerits, the agency is planning corrective actions consistent with our
recommendations.
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Our report identified weaknesses m ACS’internal controls and development procedures that, unless corrected, will increase the nsk that actual
cases of fraud, waste, or abuse could occur. These weaknesses are generally those that have led to actual cases in other major systems. Our purpose m reporting these wealmesses is to help Customs avert fraud,
waste, or abuse m the future. That no cases have yet been discovered m
ACSshould provide little solace that none could occur or that none are
actually occurring. Cases have exrsted in other systems for several years
before being detected.
Our report makes recommendations that we believe wrll help reduce ACS’
exposure to these nsks. Customs believes our report imphes that KS’
security 1s lax; however, our draft report was clear and explicit on thus
control weakness. We stated that one essential element of system
security-password
control- is adequate, but another, equally rmportant element-functional
access control-is not. Good password control
by &self provides a certain level of security, but, as Customs recognizes,
both are necessary.
Customs’ Commissioner states that he
. personally directed ACS’development and decided that its successful
unplementation would require streamlined rather than traditional
approaches to system development, implementation, and documentation; and
. believed that traditional approaches to documentation were unnecessarily cumbersome, bureaucratic, and time-consuming.
We support successful and timely development of automated systems.
The issue of traditional versus nontraditional approaches IS separate
from the need to document how ACS’various modules or functional areas
interrelate. We distinguish between an industry-recognized need to document versus no documentation at all (i.e., only relying upon the memones of key employees). How that documentation is done 1s not the Issue
The Comnussioner’s comments acknowledged the need to document, but
” In our
not until “. after the ACSsystem stabilizes and matures.
opinion, however, the longer Customs waits to document, the greater the
probability the documentation will be incomplete and prone to error
Based on Customs’ comments, we have made technical corrections to the
report where appropriate. Customs’ comments and our detaled evaluation of them are contained in the appendix.
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We are sending copies of this report to the Secretary of the Treasury,
the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and interested congressional comnuttees and subcommittees; and will make copies avallable to
others upon request.
Sincerely yours,

Warren G. Reed
Director
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Appendix I

CommentsFrom the U.S. Customs Service

Note GAO comments
supplementing those In the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix

November

25,

1986

WASHISGTGS.

CO:A:U

Gear

Mr.

U-C.

DFS

Anderson:

We have reviewed
the draft
report
entitled
SYSTEM IXTEGRITY:
’ Automated
Commercial
System Has Weaknesses and concluded
1 that while
some of your observations
are accurate
and indeed the
subject
system does have weaknesses,
your draft
report
lacks
credibility
inasmuch as it contains
some inaccurate
and
unsubstantiated
findings,
conclusions,
and recommendations.
I am
particularly
concerned
that your draft
report
implies
that Customs
System
(ACS)
employs
a lax security
system
Automated Commercial
and yet acknowledges
that you did not identify
"actual
fraud,
ACS."
In addition,
I am surprised
that
waste, or abuse involving
you have chosen to highlight
the lack of ACS documentation
wrthout
providing
evidence
that failure
to document has contrlbutad
to
With the amount of
implementation
delays and system shortcomings.
time and effort
expended by GAO, and the amount of time Customs
the findings
seem minor
employees spent assisting
your auditors,
and not consistent
with such a negative
title.
customs

Before
conclusions

documenting
our response to the individual
frndlngs,
and recommendations
in your draft
report,
I want to
emphasize
that I have personally
directed
the development
of ACS.
in our ACS development
effort
that I made the
It was early
conscious
decision
that successful
implementation
of ACS would
require
streamlined
approaches
rather
than traditional
approaches
implementation
and documentation
which I
to systems development,
believe
are unnecessarily
cumbersome, bureaucratic,
and tl;;re
Had we utilized
traditional
approaches
in developing
consuming.
that we would still
be documenting
the system.
ACS , I am fearful
Instead,
Customs is working
with a system
that allows
It to
maintain
currency
in commercial
import processing,
fulfill
numerous legal
and regulatory
obligations,
and avoid the necessity
for requesting
large staffing
increases.
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Appendix1
CommcntsFromtheU.S.Cu6t0msServlce

GAO FINDINGS
Customs

has not:

0

established
to ACS;

adequate

controls

0

documented clearly
enough how ACS operates
so that
modifications
can be made with minimal
time and effort
without
introducing
errors:
and

0

established
software
is
maintaining

a reliable
testing
produced that will
system security.

to prevent

unwarranted

access

I

program to ensure that
meet user needs while

CUSTOMS RESPONSE TO GAO FINDINGS
See comment 1

GAO has failed
to recognize
that adequate security
controls
do
Field
terminals
are usually
in secure locations.
exist
for ACS.
Users must know sign-on
procedures,
have a valid
I.D.,
know their
and can only execute specific
functions
assigned
by a
password,
While Customs could accept a finding
security
coordinator.
indicating
that administration
of functional
access
needs
it cannot accept a finding
implying
that ACS security
improvement,
controls
are Incapable
of preventing
unwarranted
access.

See comment 2

As

See comment 3

A

indicated
in the second paragraph
of this
letter,
ACS was and
While
continues
to be developed
using streamlined
approaches.
acknowledging
that ACS documentation
is minimal,
we disagree
with
the finding
that clear documentation
on how ACS operates
would
enable Customs to make modifications
with minimal
time and effort
without
introducing
errors.
As ACS continues
to grow in
complexity,
Customs believes
that voluminous
documentation
would
delay rather
than accelerate
implementation
of new ACS features
designed
to accommodate user and legislative
requirements.
Because ACS is a rapidly
changing
system, we believe
extensive
Customs
documentation
would become obsolete
almost
when written.
reliance
on limited
resources
for providing
quick and accurate
system solutions
to large operational
concerns
has permitted
implementation
of timely
and reliable
ACS modifications.
finding
that Customs has not "established
a reliable
testing
program to ensure that software
Is produced that will
meet user
is neither
supported
by
needs while maintaining
system security"
Based on
Customs experience
nor findings
in your draft
report.
the results
of three years of ACS operations
and the lack of
contrary
evidence
in the draft
report,
we believe
that we have a
reliable
testing
program which meets user needs and ensures
If this GAO finding
stated
that
maintenance
of system security.
program fails
to comply with National
Bureau
Customs' ACS testing
Customs could accept it.
of Standards
guidelines,

.
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Appendix I
Chnmenta From the

U.S.CustomsService

GAO CONCLUSIONS
We found:
0

individuals
with access to ACS functions
beyond those
necessary
to perform their
assigned
jobs;
this not only
violates
the separation
of duties
principle,
but allows
the opportunity
for individuals
to perform
functions
and
initiate
operations
on data to commit fraud,
then to cover
up or remove evidence
of their
actions:

0

inadequate
documentation
of the interrelationships
among
ACS ' 15 modules:
this risks
delay and the introduction
of
errors
when maintaining
or modifying
ACS. especially
if
any of the four key managers leave or is otherwise
unavailable:
and

0

lack of adequate
ACS software
will

test plans,
increasing
the
contain
serious
errors.

risk

that

the

CUSTOMS RESPONSE TO GAO CONCLUSIONS
See comment 1

Customs agrees that there are individuals
in the Customs Service
who have access to ACS functions
beyond those necessary
to perform
their
assigned
jobs.
This problem is not one of system design but
rather
one of security
administration.
The ACS system allows us
to limit
specific
individuals
to specific
functions.
The ACS
security
system is designed
to maximize management flexibility
in
It is possible
to authorize
an
the granting
of functional
access.
individual
to enter data corresponding
to a particular
record and
prohibit
that same individual
from changing
the record.

See comment 2

While acknowledging
that there is room for improvement
in ACS
documentation,
Customs disagrees
with the suggestion
that
"inadequate
documentation
of the interrelationships
among ACS’ 15
delay implementation
and introduce
errors
when
modules" will
We disagree
with your conclusion
because (1) we
modifying
ACS.
routinely
make numerous changes to ACS to enhance operations
and
to correct
problems without
disturbing
system integrity
or
operation;
(2) the draft
report
does not support
this conclusion
and in fact states
- - "we are not aware that Customs has
documentation...:"
(3)
experienced
difficulty
due to the lack of
Customs has a cadre of knowledgeable
ACS employees and competent
and (4) we continue
to broaden our
contractor/programmer
analysts:
base of knowledgeable
system managers as ACS matures.

See comment 3

The section
of the draft
report
entitled
"CUSTOMS NEEDS A RELIABLE
TESTING PROGRAM" suggests
that test plans be documented,
test
and all such records
be retained
on a systematic
results
recorded,
Customs agrees that formalization
of testing
is a
basis.
desirable
objective
but re]ects
the aforementioned
sectlon
heading
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wlthout
any supporting
evidence,
that we do
because it suggests,
testing
program for ACS.
not have a reliable
Furthermore,
the
draft
report
fails
to include
relevant
evidence
to support
the
conclusion
that lack of adequate test plans increases
the risk of
introduction
of serious
ACS software
errors.
this
Customs reJects
On the basis of our reading
of the evidence
provided,
conclusion.
a conclusion
indicating
that ACS testing
procedures
do not comply
with National
Bureau of Standards
guidelines
for software
testing
seems
to be appropriate.

See comment 3

1

GAO RECOMMENDATIONS
0

establish
and implement
procedures
to ensure that
functional
access to ACS is limited
to only those
they need to perform
their
assigned
duties;

o

document how ACS’
interrelate:
and

o

perform
all
test plans.

testing

various

modules

or functional

of ACS applications

programs

employees'
functions
areas
under

formal

CUSTOMS RESPONSE TO GAO RECOMMENDATIONS
See comment 1

1 Because procedures
already
exist,
Customs disagrees
that we must
establish
procedures
to ensure that functional
access is llmlted
as recommended.
We do however agree that effective
1mplementat:on
and improvement
of existing
procedures
is required.
To improve
the administration
of functional
access,
Customs intends
to:
LSSUS
updated guidelines
emphasizing
the "separation
of duties
principle;"
initiate
periodic
field
review of assigned
functions:
and investigate
the possibility
of transferring
responsibility
for
functional
security
control
to local
Customs managers.

See comment 2

/ As indicated
previously
in this
letter,
I believe
that
documentation
is unnecessarily
cumbersome,
bureaucratic,
and time
consuming:
and I am convinced
that the pace at which ACS is being
implemented
effectively
precludes
traditional
documentation
preparation.
Because I recognize
that documentation
will
become
necessary
after
the ACS system stabilizes
and matures,
I have
instructed
that the Office
of Automated Commercial
System
Operations
and the Office
of Data Systems examine the availabilrty
and feasibility
of acquisition
of some automated
documentation
tools
to facilitate
the documentation
process.
Customs agrees that all
testing
should be performed
under formal
test plans.
A study
is being undertaken
to secure automated
test
back transactions
and another
for
aids - - one for playing
tracking
execution
paths in order to improve the effectiveness
cd
efficiency
of the testing
process.
These improvements
wll:
a::cv
us to create
formal plans for testing
each module and for system
integration
testing.

See comment 3
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ACS was developed
to support
a field
organization
that was
being buried
by an increasing
volume of cargo at a time when an
increase
in personnel
was not possible.
Recent Customs surveys
indicate
both a high level
of satisfaction
with ACS and a heavy
reliance
on the system.
We are handling
a dramatically
lncreaslng
without
corresponding
increases
In staff
volume of importations
and with greater
standardization
and data reliability.
By any
success.
measure, ACS is a resounding
As you can tell
from the foregoing
response,
Customs 1s proud
that your draft
report
1s
of its success with ACS and believes
misleading.
Indeed,
we are of the opinion
that your report
1s so
positive
that with minor additions
and adjustments,
a title
such
CUSTOMS' MASSIVE AUTOMATED COMMERCIAL
as "SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION:
SYSTEM DEVELOPED AND IMPLEMENTED IN RECORD TIME WITHOUT NECESSITY
FOR LARGE
STAFF,
DETAILED
DOCUMENTATION,
AND FORMALIZED
TESTING
PLANS" would be more appropriate.
Yours

J. Anderson
Mr. William
Assistant
Comptroller
General
General Government Programs
United
States General Accounting
Washington,
D.C. 20548
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From the U.S. Customs Service

The followmg are GAO'S comments on the U S. Customs Service’s letter
dated November 25,1986.

GAO Comments

1 Our report identifies two measures-passwords
and functional access
codes-that Customs has implemented to protect ACSfrom unauthorized
access, fraud, abuse, and extended disruption. We also recogruze that a
security system has been mstalled to provide an adequate level of password control. We found that granting functional access codes to individual employees is still not being adequately controlled.
Customs stated that it cannot accept a finding implying that ACSsecurity
controls are incapable of preventing unwarranted access, yet it agrees
that individuals have access to ACSfunctions beyond those necessary to
perform their assigned jobs. We found no evidence to indicate that the
security controls as designed into the system were incapable of controlling functional access to ACS.However, we did find that Customs’ admmistration of authorizing functional access to individual employees was
not adequately controlled. We believe that access beyond what is
required to perform assigned jobs is unnecessary or unwarranted access
that creates an opportunity for employees to initiate and cover up unauthorized transactions on ACS.
Customs disagreed with our recommendation to establish and implement
procedures to limit functional access, believing that existing procedures,
although adequate, need more effective implementation. To achieve this,
Customs stated its intent to (1) issue guidelines on the need for separation of duties; (2) initiate periodic field reviews of assigned functions;
and (3) investigate the possibility of transferring responsibility for functional security control to local Customs managers.
At the time of our audit, Customs’ procedures for granting functional
access were limited solely to the mechanical steps of granting such
access. Subsequently, Customs expanded its procedures to recognize
that functional access should be restricted to the requirements of the
specific job. However, this recognition is included as one of several factors Customs’ security administrators are asked to consider when
assigning tics functional authorities to employees. It is not mandatory
We believe security administrators should have required procedures for
granting functional access. In the event that Customs does decentralize
the responsibility for granting functional access, it becomes even more
important for procedures that require the limiting of functional access
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Furthermore, regardless of decentrahzatlon, these procedures must con
tam adequate guidance to allow the security admmlstrator(s) to consist
ently apply the procedure on a case-by-case basis. Without such a
procedure, Customs’ management risks loss of control over this aspect
of AC& security. Therefore, we believe our recommendation to estabbsh
and implement procedures to limit an employee’s functional access 1s
appropriate.
Since our finding on page 1 of the draft report implied the need for
broader control of access to AC& we have refined our language m our
findings and recommendation to more appropriately focus on unwarranted employee access to KS functions.
2. Our report identifies documentation as the key element to system and
program maintenance, stating that documentation increases the ease
and accuracy of maintenance. We point out that Customs has not documented the interrelationships among A& 15 distinct modules or functional areas because the agency placed a higher prionty on speedy
implementation of ACS.Instead of documenting the mterrelatlonshlps,
Customs has relied on the memories of four key managers to provide the
information that programmers, primarily contractors, need m designing
new programs and modifying old ones.
Customs does not agree that such documentation would enable it to
make modifications with minimal time and effort and would mmlmlze
the introduction of errors. Customs asserts that documentation would bc
voluminous and would delay rather than accelerate lmplementatlon of
new features in A& rapidly changing system. More specifically, Customs believes it has demonstrated that it can successfully modify ACS
without disturbing system integrity or operation. As evidence, the
agency points to the fact that we did not identify any difflcultles Customs experienced due to the lack of documentation.
The fact that Customs has chosen a streamlined approach requlrmg only
minimal documentation and that ACShas no known lntegnty or operational problems does not relieve Customs of the responslblhty for documentation that will reduce reliance on the memory of selected
individuals. It is the potential for loss of these few, critical mdiv ldualsat any time during PCS’life-that
concerns us. We did not recommend
voluminous documentation, only that Customs document the
intermodule relationships, knowledge that presently resides w 1t h the
key managers. We strongly believe that because, as Customs acknowledges, ACSis growing in complexity, this specific documentation should
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be a pnorrty. Both federal guidelines and mdustry expenence underscore the importance of formal documentation for complex, misslon-cntical systems. Current literature’ supports the need for documentation,
even m instances when systems are developed using streamlined
techniques.
While we did not attempt to determine if the lack of documentation
caused delays or introduced errors in modifymg and maintauung ACS
software, other agencies have encountered such difficulties. In our
opinion, the risk that Customs will experience such problems will
become high as ACSbecomes more developed and complex and as the key
people move on to other jobs or retire.
Customs agrees that the documentation for ACSis mmunal and that there
is room for Improvement. The agency plans to examine the availability
and feasibility of acquiring some automated tools to facilitate the documentation process after ACSstabilizes and matures. We believe that Customs should proceed now to document the interrelationships of the ACZS
modules because it could be several years before ACSstabilizes or
matures.
3. Our report questions the reliability of Customs’ test program for ACS
because it does not require formal test planning, formal reportmg of test
results, or system certification.
Based on the results of 3 years of ACSoperations and the lack of contrary evidence in our draft report, Customs believes it has “a reliable
testing program which meets user needs and ensures maintenance of
system security.“*
We believe that Customs’ use of a streamlined approach to systems
development, which relies on rapid system changes, increases the need
for more formalized testing, test results reporting, or system certification. Using test plans that offer consistent test procedures and data
between existing and new (or changed) parts of a system simply reduces
‘Various aspecta of the need for and unportance of documentation for systems developed under
streamhned approaches are discussed II\’ “Iterative Development,” Datamation, February 15. 1986,
p 98, “Developmg II@ Quahty Systems Faster,” EDP Analys June 1980, p 8, “Developmg Systems for Prototypmg,” EDP Anal yzerzer
September 1981, p 14; “Rapid Prototypmg,” Datamatlon.
August l&1984, p 98, and Boar, Bernard H Asplicatlon Prototyps
A Requuements Defuuclon
m
for the 80’s, John Wiley 8 Sons, New York, 1984, pp. 77-78 and 94
scustomS’ response ummectly quoted our fmdmg We md ”
mtemty.” (Ecnphaas added.)
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the risk of introducing serious errors mto the software We believe that
eliminating this risk will reduce Customs’ chance of mtroducmg serious
errors into .4& software.
We believe, and Customs agrees, that all testmg should be performed
under formal test plans, Customs stated that it is studying automated
test aids so it can create formal plans for testing of system integration.
Since we recognize that Customs does have a testing program, we have
modified the caption on page 6 and our recommendation to address onl!
the need for test plans.

.
(610083)
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GAO FINDINGS
Customs

has not:

0

established
to ACS;

adequate

controls

0

documented clearly
enough how ACS operates
so that
modifications
can be made with minimal
time and effort
without
introducing
errors:
and

0

established
software
is
maintaining

a reliable
testing
produced that will
system security.

to prevent

unwarranted

access

I

program to ensure that
meet user needs while

CUSTOMS RESPONSE TO GAO FINDINGS

has failed
to recognize
that adequate security
controls
do
terminals
are usually
in secure locations.
exist
for ACS. Field
Users must know sign-on
procedures,
have a valid
I.D.,
know their
and can only execute specific
functions
assigned
by a
password,
While Customs could accept a finding
security
coordinator.
indicating
that administration
of functional
access
needs
it cannot
accept a finding
implying
that ACS security
improvement,
controls
are Incapable
of preventing
unwarranted
access.

Seecommentl

GAO

As indicated
In the second paragraph
of this
letter,
ACS was and
While
continues
to be developed
using streamlined
approaches.
acknowledging
that ACS documentation
is minimal,
we disagree
with
the finding
that clear documentation
on how ACS operates
would
enable Customs to make modifications
with minimal
time and effort
As ACS continues
to grow in
without
introducing
errors.
complexity,
Customs believes
that voluminous
documentation
would
delay rather
than accelerate
implementation
of new ACS features
designed
to accommodate user and legislative
requirements.
Because ACS is a rapidly
changing
system, we believe
extensive
Customs
documentation
would become obsolete
almost when written.
reliance
on limited
resources
for providing
quick and accurate
system solutions
to large operational
concerns
has permitted
implementation
of timely
and reliable
ACS modifications.

See comment 2

a reliable
testing
finding
that Customs has not "established
program to ensure that software
is produced that will
meet user
is neither
supported
by
needs while maintaining
system security"
Based on
Customs experience
nor findings
in your draft
report.
the results
of three years of ACS operations
and the lack of
contrary
evidence
in the draft
report,
we believe
that we have a
reliable
testing
program which meets user needs and ensures
If this GAO finding
stated
that
maintenance
of system security.
program fails
to comply with National
Bureau
Customs' ACS testing
Customs could accept
it.
of Standards
guidelines,

A

See comment 3

L
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CONCLUSIONS

We found:
0

individuals
necessary

0

inadequate
documentation
of the interrelationships
among
ACS ' 15 modules:
this risks
delay and the introduction
of
errors
when maintaining
or modifying
ACS, especially
if
any of the four key managers leave or is otherwise
unavailable:
and

0

with access to ACS functions
beyond those
to perform their
assigned
jobs: this not only
violates
the separation
of duties
principle,
but allows
the opportunity
for individuals
to perform
functions
and
initiate
operations
on data to commit fraud,
then to cover
up
or remove
evidence
of their
actions:

lack
ACS

of adequate
software
will

test plans,
increasing
the
contain
serious
errors.

risk

that

the

CUSTOMS RESPONSE TO GAO CONCLUSIONS
See comment 1

See comment 2

See comment 3

Customs agrees that there are individuals
in the Customs Service
who have access to ACS functions
beyond those necessary
to perform
their
assigned
jobs.
This problem is not one of system design but
administration.
rather
one of security
The ACS system allows us
to limit
specific
individuals
to specific
functions.
The ACS
security
system is designed
to maximize management flexibility
in
the granting
of functional
access.
It is possible
to authorize
an
individual
to enter data corresponding
to a particular
record and
prohibit
that same individual
from changing
the record.

1
(

While acknowledging
that there is room for improvement
in ACS
documentation,
Customs disagrees
with the suggestion
that
"inadequate
documentation
of the interrelationships
among ACS' 15
delay implementation
and introduce
errors
when
modules" will
We disagree
with your conclusion
because (1) we
modifying
AS.
routinely
make numerous changes to ACS to enhance operations
and
to correct
problems without
disturbing
system integrity
or
operation;
(2) the draft
report
does not support
this conclusion
"we are not aware that Customs has
and in fact states
- documentation...:"
(3)
exnerienced
difficulty
due to the lack of
Cu&oms
has a cadre 02 knowledgeable
ACS employees
and competent
and (4) we continue
to broaden our
contractor/programmer
analysts:
base
of knowledgeable
system managers as ACS matures.

I
I
1

'
/

The section
of the draft
report
entitled
"CUSTOMS NEEDS A RELIABLE
, TESTING PROGRAM" suggests
that test plans be documented,
test
and all such records
be retained
on a systematic
results
recorded,
Customs
agrees that formalization
of testing
is a
basis.
desirable
objective
but
rejects
the aforementioned
section
heading
1
/
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See comment 3

without
any supporting
evidence,
that we do
because it suggests,.
Furthermore,
the
not have a reliable
testing
program for ACS.
, draft
report
fails
to include
relevant
evidence to support the
conclusion
that lack of adequate test plans increases
the risk of
Customs rejects
this
introduction
of serious
ACS software
errors.
On the basis of our reading of the evidence provided,
conclusion.
a conclusion
indicating
that ACS testing
procedures
do not comply
for software
testing
dith National
Bureau of Standards guidelines
seems to be appropriate.

;A0 RECOMMENDATIONS
0

establish
functional
they

and implement procedures to ensure that
access to ACS is limited
to only those
assigned duties:
need to perform their

o

document how ACS’
interrelate:
and

o

perform all
test plans.

testing

CUSTOMSRESPONSETO
See comment

1

GAO

various
of

ACS

modules or functional
applications

programs

employees'
functions

areas
under

formal

RECOMMENDATIONS

Customs disagrees
that we must
Because procedures
already exist,
establish
procedures
to ensure that functional
access is limited
We do however agree that effective
implementation
as recommended.
To improve
and improvement of existing
procedures
is required.
the administration
of ‘functional
access,
Customs intends
to: issue
updated
guidelines
emphasizing the "separation
of duties
initiate
periodic
field review of assigned functions:
principle:"
and investigate
the possibility
of transferring
responsibility
for
functional
security
control
to local Customs managers.
indicated
documentation

previously
in this letter,
I believe that
is unnecessarily
cumbersome, bureaucratic,
and trme
that the pace at which ACS is being
and I am convinced
consuming;
implemented
effectively
precludes
traditional
documentation
Because I recognize
that documentation
will
become
preparation.
necessary after the ACS system stabilizes
and matures,
I have
instructed
that the Office of Automated Commercial System
Operations
and the Office
of Data Systems examine the availability
and feasibility
of acquisition
of some automated documentation
to facilitate
the documentation
process.
tools

See comment 2

As

See comment 3

Customs agrees that all testing
should be performed under formal
A study is being undertaken
to secure automated test
test plans.
and another
for
aids - - one for playing back transactions
tracking
execution
paths in order to improve the effectiveness
and
These improvements ~111 allow
efficiency
of the testing
process.
us to create
formal plans for testing
each module and for system
integration
testing.
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ACS was developed
to support
a field
organization
that was
being buried
by an increasing
volume of cargo at a time when an
increase
in personnel
was not possible.
Recent Customs surveys
indicate
both a high level
of satisfaction
with ACS and a heavy
We are handling
a dramatically
lncreaslng
reliance
on the system.
volume of importations
without
corresponding
increases
ln staff
and with greater
standardization
and data reliability.
By any
success.
measure, ACS is a resounding
As you can tell
from the foregoing
response,
Customs 1s proud
that your draft
report
1s
of its success with ACS and believes
Indeed,
we are of the opinion
that your report
is so
misleading.
positive
that with minor additions
and adjustments,
a title
such
CUSTOMS' MASSIVE AUTOMATED COMMERCIAL
as "SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION:
SYSTEM DEVELOPED AND IMPLEMENTED IN RECORD TIME WITHOUT NECESSITY
FOR LARGE STAFF, DETAILED DOCUMENTATION, AND FORMALIZED TESTING
PLANS" would be more appropriate.

I Mr. William
J. Anderson
Assistant
Comptroller
General
General Government Programs
United States General Accounting
Washington,
D.C. 20548
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The following are GAO'S comments on the US. Customs Service’s letter
dated November 25,1986.

GAO Comments

1. Our report identifies two measures-passwords
and functional access
codes-that Customs has implemented to protect ACSfrom unauthorized
access, fraud, abuse, and extended disruption, We also recognize that a
security system has been installed to provide an adequate level of password control. We found that grantmg functional access codes to mdividual employees is still not being adequately controlled.
Customs stated that it cannot accept a finding implying that ACSsecurity
controls are incapable of preventing unwarranted access, yet it agrees
that individuals have access to pcs functions beyond those necessary to
perform their assigned jobs. We found no evidence to indicate that the
security controls as designed into the system were incapable of controlling functional access to ACX However, we did find that Customs’ adnunistration of authorizing functional access to individual employees was
not adequately controlhxl. We believe that access beyond what is
required to perform assigned jobs is unnecessary or unwarranted access
that creates an opportunity for employees to initiate and cover up unauthorized transactions on ACX
Customs disagreed with our recommendation to establish and implement
procedures to limit functional access, believing that existing procedures,
although adequate, need more effective implementation. To achieve this,
Customs stated its intent to (1) issue guidelines on the need for separation of duties; (2) initiate periodic field reviews of assigned functions;
and (3) investigate the possibility of transferring responsibility for functional security control to local Customs managers.
At the time of our audit, Customs’ procedures for granting functional
access were limited solely to the mechanical steps of granting such
access. Subsequently, Customs expanded its procedures to recognize
that functional access should be restricted to the requirements of the
specific job. However, this recognition is included as one of several factors Customs’ security administrators are asked to consider when
assigning ACSfunctional authorities to employees. It is not mandatory
We believe security administrators should have required procedures for
granting functional access. In the event that Customs does decentralize
the responsibility for granting functional access, it becomes even more
important for procedures that require the limiting of functional access

Appendix I
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Furthermore, regardless of decentralization, these procedures must con
tam adequate guidance to allow the security admmlstrator(s) to consist
ently apply the procedure on a case-by-case basis Without such a
procedure, Customs’ management risks loss of control over this aspect
of ACS’security. Therefore, we believe our recommendation to establish
and implement procedures to hmit an employee’s functional access is
appropnate.
Since our finding on page 1 of the draft report implied the need for
broader control of access to ACS,we have refined our language In our
findings and recommendation to more appropriately focus on unwarranted employee access to ACSfunctions.
2. Our report identifies documentation as the key element to system am
program maintenance, stating that documentation increases the ease
and accuracy of mamtenance. We point out that Customs has not documented the interrelationships among ACS’15 distinct modules or functional areas because the agency placed a higher priority on speedy
implementation of A(=s.Instead of documenting the mterrelationships,
Customs has relied on the memories of four key managers to provide the
information that programmers, primarily contractors, need in deslgnmg
new programs and modifying old ones.
Customs does not agree that such documentation would enable It to
make modifications with minimal time and effort and would mu-umlze
the introduction of errors. Customs asserts that documentation would bt
voluminous and would delay rather than accelerate implementation of
new features 111ACS’rapidly changing system. More speclflcally. Customs believes it has demonstrated that it can successfully modify ACS
without disturbing system integrity or operation. As evidence, the
agency points to the fact that we did not identify any dlfflcultles Customs experienced due to the lack of documentation.
The fact that Customs has chosen a streamlined approach requlrmg only
minimal documentation and that ACShas no known mtegrlty or operational problems does not relieve Customs of the responsibility for documentation that will reduce reliance on the memory of selected
individuals, It is the potential for loss of these few, critical lndl\ ldualsat any time during PCS’life- that concerns us. We did not recommend
voluminous documentation, only that Customs document the
inter-module relationships, knowledge that presently resides w it h the
key managers. We strongly believe that because, as Customs dc knowledges, ACSis growing XI complexity, this specific documentation should
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be a priority. Both federal guidelines and industry experience underscore the importance of formal documentation for complex, mlssion-cntical systems. Current literature’ supports the need for documentation,
even in instances when systems are developed using streamlined
techniques.
While we did not attempt to determine if the lack of documentation
caused delays or introduced errors in modifying and maintaining ACS
software, other agencies have encountered such difficulties. In our
opinion, the risk that Customs will experience such problems will
become high as AB becomes more developed and complex and as the key
people move on to other jobs or retire.
Customs agrees that the documentation for AI=Sis minimal and that there
1s room for improvement. The agency plans to examine the availability
and feasibility of acquiring some automated tools to facilitate the documentation process after ACSstabilizes and matures. We believe that Customs should proceed now to document the interrelationships of the ACS
modules because it could be several years before KS stabilizes or
matures.
3. Our report questions the reliability of Customs’ test program for ACS
because it does not require formal test planning, formal reporting of test
results, or system certification.
Based on the results of 3 years of ACSoperations and the lack of contrary evidence in our draft report, Customs believes it has “a reliable
testing program which meets user needs and ensures maintenance of
system security.“8
We believe that Customs’ use of a streamlined approach to systems
development, which relies on rapid system changes, increases the need
for more formalized testing, test results reporting, or system certification. Using test plans that offer consistent test procedures and data
between existing and new (or changed) parts of a system simply reduces
‘Various aspects of the need for and unportance of documentatwn for systems developed under
streamlined approache3 are dtscwed in: “Iterative lhvelopment,” DaWnaWn, February 15. 1985,
p. 98; “Developing High Cjuaiity Syatema Faster,” EDP Analy&& June 1986, p 8, “Developmg Sys
tems for Pmtotypw”
EDP
August l&1984, p. Q8; and Boar, Bernard H. MUcation
-- Requirements Defhnon
8tmtegy for the 80’s, John Wiley &Sons, New York, lQ84zd
94.

.

YJwtmndresponse
mmrrectly quotedourAnding.
We 3aid ”
mterpity.”(Emphasis
added >

. ensure3 niamtenance of system
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the risk of introducing serious errors into the software We believe that
elimmating this nsk wrll reduce Customs’ chance of mtroducmg serrou&
errors mto 433’ software.
We believe, and Customs agrees, that all testmg should be performed
under formal test plans. Customs stated that rt 1sstudying automated
test aids so it can create formal plans for testmg of system integration
Since we recognize that Customs does have a testing program, we have
modified the caption on page 6 and our recommendation to address on1
the need for test plans.

(610083)
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